Sharkskin Ultra SA® is a revolutionary new light weight self-adhered/peel & stick underlayment utilizing a high strength ultra-bond adhesive engineered to eliminate the drawbacks of traditional peel & stick membranes. Sharkskin Ultra SA® combines the toughest high strength patented slip-resistant polypropylene based membrane in the industry with a state of the art adhesive layer that out performs the competition.

Sharkskin Ultra SA® is thermally stable at high and low temperatures offering advantages year round for metal, clay and concrete roof tile, slate and asphalt shingle applications that are un-matched in the roofing industry for pitched roofing systems. Sharkskin Ultra SA® creates a new category for self-adhered roof underlayments, and is PolyFoam™ approved for adhesive set tile and metal roof systems.

These days you can’t afford to open yourself up to the potential liability of inferior peel and stick membranes. Give your customers the finest roofing system by starting with ‘The Ultimate Roof Underlayment’. Specify Sharkskin Ultra SA®.

Developed to exceed industry standards for long term moisture protection!

**Code Compliance**
- ICC-ES AC188 and AC48
- ICC-ES ESR Report 1708
- BOCA
- SBCCI
- Florida Building Code FL#8028
- Miami/Dade - HVHZ NOA 15-0421.10
- Exceeds ASTM D226

**Kirsch Building Products LLC**
Tel: (805) 750-0084  
Fax: (805) 526-1116  
email:kirsch@sharkskin.us  
www.sharkskin.us

1466 Madera Road  
Suite 308  
Simi Valley, CA 93065

Patent # 6,308,482
American Owned and Operated  
Additional Patents Pending  
100% Recyclable  
191-12004
Superior Benefits

Superior Protection
Maintains weather proofing if primary roof cover leaks or is blown off.

Faster Installation
Light weight 65lbs approx. roll

Nail Sealability
Provides long term nail sealability per ICC-ES AC48.

Faster Coverage
5 Square rolls w/split release liner

Faster Roof Installation
Bonds immediately to substrate

Slip-Resistant
Even in wet or dusty conditions

Cooler To Work With
White/Grey Surface stay cool & keeps building cooler during construction

Will Not Scar or Melt
No sticky mess

12 Month UV Exposure Rating

Low to High Temp Rating
0°F degrees and rising to 260°F

No Expansion/Contraction
Remains stable with temperature changes

Eliminates Slip Sheet
Serves as a slip sheet beneath metal roofs

Sticks to Itself
No additional sealant/mastic required at vertical and horizontal laps

Polyfoam Approved
For adhesive set clay & concrete tile, and metal roof systems

Application Advantages
Can be installed direct to plywood or over mechanically fastened Sharkskin Comp or Sharkskin Ultra roof systems - Miami/Dade & TDI approved

Long term warranties available - contact Kirsch Building Products
www.sharkskin.us

Description
Created specifically for all direct deck applied clay/concrete tile, metal, slate and asphalt shingle roof systems. Sharkskin Ultra SA® is designed to protect homes and buildings from water intrusion due to high wind events such as hurricanes as well has providing secondary protection when the primary roof covering is lost due to hail, tornadoes, hurricanes and earthquakes. No self-adhered roof underlayment on the market provides the design application advantages of Sharkskin Ultra SA® the only choice as part of a long term roof system warranty. Specify the “Ultimate Roof Underlayment”. Specify Sharkskin Ultra SA®